RULE 1

The official language of the Convention shall be English.

RULE 2

Only Credentialed delegates may present motions and vote.

RULE 3

Any main motion or amendment shall be written, signed by the maker, and presented to the Governor or designee before it is moved.

RULE 4

All debate shall be limited to the chat box after being recognized by the Governor or presiding officer.

RULE 5

Debate on main motions (i.e., any resolution or proposed amendment to the Bylaws) shall be limited to 15 minutes, at which time the vote shall be taken on the resolution or amendment.

RULE 6

Candidates for the offices of PNW District Governor and Governor Elect may have one (1) nominating speech not to exceed three (3) minutes and a seconding speech not to exceed one (1) minute.

RULE 7

If no nominee has more than 50% on the first ballot, the nominee with the lowest vote count shall be eliminated. This procedure shall continue until someone has more than 50% of the vote.

RULE 8

In the rare event that the two candidates with the fewest number of votes (a tie), all candidates from that round of voting will be given two minutes each to speak before a re-vote is held. If the tie persists in the re-vote, the tie will be settled with a coin toss.

RULE 9

The name of the successful nominee will be announced in the House of Delegates after the tallies are shared with only the elections chair, the District Secretary, and the Governor. The final vote count shall not be publicly announced.
RULE 10

Any of the above rules may be suspended by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the delegates present.

RULE 11

Roberts Rules of Order Newly Revised shall be the parliamentary authority for all matters of procedure not specifically covered by the Bylaws of Kiwanis International and these standing rules.